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Warfighter Safety: The Heat Is On!
/ Published July 5, 2022

Photo by Maria Christina Yager

It’s that time of year again…time for vacations, travel and fun in the sun…but also
working in hot conditions that can challenge the body.
Every Soldier, DA civilian and Warfighter should learn to recognize early signs and
symptoms of heat stress illness in themselves and their coworkers or battle buddies.
These symptoms include dizziness, headache, nausea, weakness, unsteady walk
and muscle cramps.
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Heat stroke is the most serious of the heat-related illnesses. It can cause permanent
disability or even death.
Immediate cooling and buddy aid improve the chance of heat illness survival with
minimal lasting effects. Delay in cooling is the biggest factor leading to severe or fatal
outcomes.
Units should monitor heat with a wet bulb globe thermometer (WBCT) when the
temperature outdoors is 75 oF or greater. For info on the WBCT, see Soldier Safety:
Web Bulb Checks Humidity.
Also see our comprehensive Be Prepared for Hot Weather: A List of Must-Read
PS Articles.
For more prevention steps, as well as regulations and reporting requirements, see
ALARACT 041/2022, Heat Illness Prevention for the 2022-2023 Heat Season, HERE.
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I Own This: June 2022 Nominees
/ Published July 8, 2022
PS Magazine’s I Own This campaign is designed to recognize Warfighters of all
services who exemplify the highest standards of care for their assigned vehicles and
equipment and contribute in meaningful ways to their unit's overall maintenance and
supply posture. In short, they live and breathe readiness.
For June, one Warfighter was nominated for this program: SPC Julia C. Pope, US
Army.
Spotlight Profile
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SPC Julia C. Pope
Army/Active
BFIST Gunner/Forward Observer
A CO, 1-68 AR, 3-4 ID, Fort Carson CO
(Forward Deployed to EUCOM)
Nominated by: SSG John Hiles
How you came to know/observe the nominee's actions? As SPC Pope's team
chief, I observe her actions daily.
Why does this individual deserve recognition? SPC Pope is nominated for her
exceptional support and dedication to the 1-68 AR BN. SPC Pope is a Joint Fire
Support Specialist. She joined 1-68 in November of 2020, serving in numerous
positions such as FO and gunner. She has worked for both A and C Companies. Her
service includes a rotation to NTC, successful gunnery, this current rotation to Europe
and more. Her professionalism and hard work was displayed when we successfully
completed training with the conduct-of-fire trainer (COFT) in three days, scoring
higher than any other FIST team.
SPC Pope is an instrumental member to her section. Her longevity and devotion to
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her job has made her the SME on all aspects of the Bradley Fire Support Team
(BFIST). She has greatly assisted A CO FIST in learning how to operate, maintain
and effectively put to use the BFIST. Her performance is a direct reflection of her
determination to accomplish the mission. She takes pride, initiative, and ownership in
her equipment and unit. SPC Pope's potential and performance are unlimited, and
she will continue to excel in whatever responsibilities are handed to her. Her
dedication and hard work reflects great credit upon herself, 1-68AR BN, and the US
Army.
Additional Comments: SPC Pope is one of the best soldiers I've had the pleasure
of working with. Her knowledge and leadership capabilities will take her far in this
career. SPC Pope is well known in this BN for the relationships she has built with
subordinates, peers and superiors. This has given our maneuver counterparts
confidence in her ability to quickly and accurately provide fires in any situation.
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PS Magazine: An Authoritative
Readiness Resource
/ Published July 20, 2022

Graphic by Demarrio Spence

Sometimes we get questions about the authority of PS Magazine. It’s an official Army
publication that AR 700-138, Army Logistics Readiness and Sustainability (Apr 18),
states is:
Intended to enhance materiel readiness by emphasizing preventive
maintenance and promoting proper maintenance and supply procedures.
Review of PS Magazine will be a regular part of unit readiness initiatives.
A reader service is available to answer maintenance and supply
questions.
PS readers can trust the information as authoritative because every article is
reviewed and approved by the proponent that oversees that procedure or piece of
equipment. So what you read in PS is what HQDA, AMC, and other commands and
authorities want operators, mechanics and supply personnel to know and do in
relation to their equipment or tasks.
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However, not all of the info or guidance within the publication is deemed mandatory or
required. Units must work with limited maintenance budgets. And sometimes we give
instructions for making tools or equipment improvements that are great ideas but
might exceed that budget or fail to support immediate mission requirements.
Still, as the AR states, units are encouraged to make reading PS Magazine a regular
part of unit readiness initiatives because over its 70-plus years, PS has a proven track
record of helping units improve operational readiness, save money and enhance
safety.
For more information about our Reader Service and ways it can help you and your
unit, click HERE.
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Leader Interview: 1LT Steele and SFC
Ryan, Army SWF
/ Published July 21, 2022

SFC Ryan (left photo, left side) and 1LT Steele (right photo, left side)
conducting user testing at Fort Hood, TX

MSG Half-Mast recently traveled to Austin, Texas to get a glimpse of the future
of PMCS with Army Software Factory (SWF) product manager, 1LT Haley Steele,
and user interface/user experience (UI/UX) designer, SFC Jarrod Ryan. The
SWF is a part of the Army Futures Command (AFC).
1LT Steele has been serving in the Army for three years and is currently a
product manager for the SWF. She commissioned out of West Point as a Signal
Officer in 2019, after earning her BA in computer science. Her prior
assignments include working as a platoon leader for a warfighter information
network-tactical (WIN-T), increment 2 unit.
SFC Ryan has been serving in the Army for 17 years and is currently working
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as a UI/UX designer for the SWF. He joined the Army in June 2005 as a Military
Intelligence Analyst before reclassifying in 2008 to an Information Technology
Specialist. His previous assignments include Signal School Instructor, Cyber
Training Battalion S6 NCOIC, Materiel Support Command-Korea (MSC-K) S6
NCOIC, and US Army Africa Contingency Command Post (USARAF CCP)
Communications NCOIC.
MSG Half-Mast: What is the mission of SWF and what are some of its unique
features within AFC? How is SWF impacting Army readiness?
1LT Steele: The Army Software Factory’s mission is to prototype a future force
design that empowers Soldiers to solve problems across the Army through agile
software engineering while leveraging the Army’s hidden technical talent. Our
motto is By Soldiers. For Soldiers. In other words, SWF’s purpose is to maximize
Army talent and problem-solving abilities while training personnel to code software
that is focused on solving current and future problems.
For example, the MySquad application (app) provides the ability for leaders to
conduct basic leader tasks and manage Soldier readiness from their phone. The
Carrerra app allows National Guard and Reserve Soldiers to apply for Active duty
positions from any device.
MSG Half-Mast: One of the latest releases from the SWF is a PMCS app. How did
the SWF get the idea for the PMCS app and what’s its intended purpose? What future
improvements do you envision for it?
SFC Ryan: The idea for PMCS app came from a problem submission by CW2
Robert Payne; he had created a similar app for his unit but struggled with
scalability and security requirements. The purpose of the PMCS app is to digitize
and streamline the current maintenance processes in the Army.
We currently provide a web-based app that allows Soldiers to view technical
manuals (TMs) they need to conduct PMCS. We currently cover over 600 types of
rolling stock equipment with 300-plus different TMs. For our next steps,
we're planning to provide a means for users to be more informed on the status of
their equipment by implementing a unit equipment “view” that provides users with
the operational status of their vehicle and any related faults being reported by
GCCS-Army.
Further enhancements include the ability to input faults into their phone through
the PMCS app and export them into GCSS-Army, as well as exploring
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opportunities for expansion or additional features based on responses from
Soldiers. An important aspect on how we develop software is that we're constantly
testing and asking questions of users so we can adapt the product to meet their
needs as their environment changes.
The current PMCS web app addresses one of the biggest challenges that Soldiers
face when conducting PMCS, which is having an up-to-date TM. Our web app
provides the most current TMs and provides the option to jump straight to the
PMCS tables in the pdf. Additionally, it’s all available from their personal device.
Upcoming versions will provide a means for shared understanding of equipment
status that has not been previously available for Soldiers.
1LT Steele: The app is currently exploring a “bring your own device” (BYOD)
solution that plans to build off the lessons learned and experiences from other
systems, such as maintenance support devices (MSDs), as well as collaborate
with other software efforts, such as interactive authoring and display software
(IADS), to provide the best possible experience for Soldiers.
MSG Half-Mast: How does SWF decide which projects to design? Does it take
requests from the field? How do you and the team test whether or not a design is
effective?
SFC Ryan: There is a problem submission link accessible from the SWF page
(click HERE to access) for anyone in the Army to submit problems they see within
the force. We've had submissions from specialists to generals and everyone in
between. Our product office scopes the problems and helps determine which ones
we'll pursue based on different criteria such as stakeholder support, our
capabilities and security level requirements.
We test our designs as often as possible using prototypes created in a program
called Figma™. We routinely go up to Fort Hood and conduct usability testing with
Soldiers that are performing PMCS every week to learn what we got right, what we
got wrong, what our next steps should be and if we are matching the users’ mental
model of what they would expect to happen.
MSG Half-Mast: Where and how does the SWF recruit its talent? Is there an
Advanced Individual Training school that potential designers have to attend? Can
anyone in the Army apply to work at SWF?
1LT Steele: We look for Soldiers with the technical aptitude and positive attitude to
transform how the Army leverages software to solve problems. We are rank- and
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MOS-agnostic and open to anyone who wants to apply. The SWF trains two
cohorts a year, each consisting of 30 Soldiers or DA Civilians in Austin, Texas.
Each cohort goes through a 14-16 week accelerator based on the track they are
pursuing, whether product manager, UI/UX designer or software or platform
engineer. Once the accelerator is completed, the individuals move on to the
development floor where they partner with industry pairs, providing software
solutions to Army problems. The pairs help to ensure their Army partner learns
how to work in an agile environment and provide training that can only be learned
through direct experience developing quality software at a sustainable pace.
MSG Half-Mast: What else would you like our readers to know about SWF, its efforts
and the PMCS app?
SFC Ryan: Software is a foundational tool we use to drive force modernization,
and the Army SWF is looking to provide a valuable example of how it's being
implemented organically in the Army. It’s not just about developing software; it’s
about finding the best solution to specific Army problems. We’re constantly looking
to grow and evolve as environments change, while providing the most impactful
and secure applications possible.
Our team incorporates the best-of-industry technical practices and knowledge with
the best of military practices to help modernize the force and change the way
leaders think about product development and talent management. Additionally, we
really love feedback from our users; if you have ideas or suggestions for where we
can grow the PMCS or any other app, send us an email at pmcs@swf.army.mil
and visit our website to learn more about SWF, apply to work with us or submit a
problem.
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Aviation

Apache: Turn in Unserviceable Carrier
Drive Assemblies
/ Published July 5, 2022

Courtesy Photo

AH-64D/E armament maintainers, Corpus Christi Army Depot needs unserviceable
carrier drive assemblies, NSN 1005-01-221-7602 (PN 7-317236502-5), in order to
sustain the depot-level repair program.
If you have unserviceable carrier drive assemblies, turn them in when requesting a
replacement. Exchange pricing has been established so turning in parts will save your
unit a bundle of money.
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Carrier drive assembly needed
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Chinook: Rotor Blade Stand Helps with
Maintenance
/ Published July 6, 2022

Photo by Timothy Koster

Mechanics, holding up a Chinook rotor blade to perform maintenance and to adjust
the pitch change (PC) links is no small feat.
But you can make the task of adjusting PC links simpler by making and using a rotor
blade stand to hold blades in place. This also reduces the number of people needed
to hold the blade up.
You'll need your commander's approval to make the stand. Here are the parts needed
to assemble it:
Angle aluminum, 2x2-in, NSN 9540-00231-9911
Lumber, 2x4-in, NSN 5510-00-267-2283
Machine bolt (27 ea.), NSN 5306-01-450-4885, PN AN5-7A
Flat washer (54 ea.), NSN 5310-00-167-0820, PN NAS1149F0563P
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Self-locking nut (27 ea.), NSN 5310-00-088-0553, PN MS21044N5
Felt strip, NSN 8305-00-812-2360
This drawing gives you the details to assemble the stand:

Click on image above to open PDF version

Always make sure the stand legs sit on the reinforced seams of the fuselage on top of
the helicopter to prevent them from tearing the airframe skin.
Also, don’t over tighten the hardware attaching the blade support to the vertical beam.
That’s because the blade support must be able to tilt to fit the angle of the rotor
blade.
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Don’t over tighten hardware attaching blade support

To use the stand, lift the blade and place the stand under the blade towards the tip
and lower it onto the stand. After you adjust the PC links, lift the blade and remove
the stand, then lower the blade.
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Apache: Turn In These Unserviceable
Components
/ Published July 6, 2022
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The AMCOM Logistics Center (ALC) requests Apache units turn in these specific
unserviceable parts to ensure supply is available to meet unit requirements:

Composite main rotor blades, swash plates and MUMT B17 items. Click
HERE for more info.
*Note: the new item manager for the swashplates is Cameron Robinson.
Email: cameron.j.robinson17.civ@army.mil
The following electronic components:
Radio frequency amplifier, NSN 5996-01-616-4318, PN
60083097-000
Receiver-transmitter rover, NSN 5820-01-616-4318, PN
60082784-002
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Computer digital DA, NSN 5895-01-677-5223, PN 3000649000
Click HERE for more info, including the POC.
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MEDEVAC: MMS Adapter Plate
Corrosion Guidance
/ Published July 14, 2022

Photo by Pvt. Ethan Scofield

Mechanics, corrosion can pop up anywhere and anytime. Even though there’ve been
only a few reported cases in the past two years, corrosion is impacting the MEDEVAC
mission sensor (MMS) adapter plate, NSN 5340-01-614-9602.
If you haven’t already done so, inspect your MMS adapter plate. If corrosion is
present, check out the guidance provided by PD MEDEVAC and the AMCOM Material
Science and Engineering Division on Pages 11-12 of the Utility Helicopter newsletter
(May-June 22) HERE.
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Aviation Tools: Hammers and Mallets
Are NOT One-Size-Fits-All
/ Published July 21, 2022

Photo by Spc. Adam Parent

Mechanics, when grabbing a tool for maintenance, make sure to use the right tool to
perform the task the right way. Using the wrong tool wastes time, reduces efficiency
and puts you and your team at risk of injury.
Take, for example, hammers and mallets. They’re used a lot, but they aren’t one-sizefits-all. They’re made for different types of maintenance tasks.
Hammers
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Soft-Faced Hammer

This hammer can be used for power hits and blows to machined, highly polished or
soft surfaces without causing damage. On certain models, the hammer faces can be
replaced if damaged or if you need a different hardness. They are color-coded for
toughness or hardness.
Ball Peen Hammer

This hammer is more commonly used by mechanics. The head is steel and comes in
various weights ranging from 4 ounces to 2 pounds.
Body Hammer

Always use a body hammer to straighten and form metal.
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Setting Hammer

This hammer allows you to level sheet metal, bend edges and set double seams.
Notice that it has a square, flat face on one end of the head and a sloping, beveled
edge on the other end.
Riveting Hammer

This hammer isn’t hard to figure out. Its name identifies its purpose. When driving
rivets and doing some light chiseling, this is the best hammer. It has a head that is
cross peened on one end with either a square or cambered face on the other.
Lead or Copper Hammer

If you want to align steel surfaces, this is the hammer to use. Remember that you can
file the hammer’s working surface to restore even faces.
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Mallets
When a metal hammer is too much for a job, your maintenance task may require a
mallet because the surface of the equipment may need a softer touch. Here are the
types of mallets available.
Rubber Mallet

Rubber mallets have a cylindrical head. Use this tool only when you are forming sheet
metal or driving dowels and small stakes.
Rawhide Mallet

This mallet forms and shapes metal. You’ll notice that it has a cylindrical head. It is
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made of tightly wrapped and staked sheets of leather.
Tinner’s Mallet

The tinner’s mallet can be used only to form and shape sheet metal. It has a
cylindrical wooden head that’s 1 ¼ to 3 ¼ inches in diameter. It’s about 3 to 6 inches
long.
Here’s all the information above in a single infographic:

Click on image above to open full-size PDF

When using hammers and mallets, apply these tips:
Never use a hammer for bumping parts.
Never use a hammer as a pry bar because the handle can split and injure
your hand.
Never repair a damaged handle. Always replace it instead.
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Always wear eye protection when hammering. That keeps metal splinters
from getting into
your eyes.
Make sure the hammer head is secure and tight, so it won’t fly off and
injure you or another person.
Always grip the hammer near the end of the handle and strike surfaces
evenly.
Hammer care and maintenance are important, so follow the guidance in Chapter 4 of
TM 1-1500-204-23-9, General Aircraft Maintenance (Tools and Ground Support
Equipment), (Jul 92).
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Apache: Using Covers Protects Aircraft
/ Published July 27, 2022

Photo by Charles Rosemond

Mechanics, using aircraft covers on your Apache helps lower maintenance costs and
protects your aircraft from severe weather.
Get the current version of TM 1-1520-Longbow/Apache IETM EM 0126 to order
approved covers. You’ll find them under the title, Peculiar Ground Support Equipment
(PGSE), Flyway Equipment Kit, and the Flyaway Equipment Kit RPSTL.
You can also find aircraft covers in your general aircraft maintenance manuals under
the Protective Cover Installation or Protective Cover Removal Tasks. For a quick
reference, here’s a basic list of primary and alternate cover NSNs.
Alternate
NSN

Item

Primary NSN

Qty

Blade handling pole

1730-01-183-6672 1730-01-646-8574

1

M/R blade tie-down assembly

1730-01-614-3978 1730-01-614-4590

4
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(E model CMRB)
M/R blade tie-down assembly
(D model metal)

1730-01-564-8518 1730-01-564-8510

4

Flyaway kit stowage pouch

1560-01-187-8510

NA

1

Environmental cover

1680-01-247-2431

NA

1

Pitot head protective cover

6610-01-189-3001 5340-01-465-6470

2

Engine exhaust duct cover

1730-01-183-4501

NA

6

Nose G/B inlet cover

1730-01-183-4502

NA

2

ENCU inlet protective cover

1560-01-211-6930

NA

1

Engine nacelle upper protective
cover

1730-01-183-4508

NA

2

APU exhaust cover

1560-01-211-6941 1560-01-616-4227

1

Engine inlet cover

1730-01-193-4761

2

IFF antenna PGSE AVUM cover
(cover aircraft ground)

1730-01-396-7780 1730-01-572-2866

1

ECS inlet cover assembly

1560-01-616-6253

NA

2

ECS exhaust cover assembly

1730-01-465-7808

NA

2

NA

Area weapon turret protective cover
5340-01-464-4491 5340-01-289-4695
(environment gun cover)

1

Ground HADS aircraft cover

1730-01-066-9634 1560-01-659-2716

2

Fire control radar cover
(MMA cover)

1270-01-529-8399

1730-01-508-3684
1730-01-508-3690

1

TAD/PNVS cover

1730-01-508-3686

1730-01-508-3685
1730-01-508-3691

1

Canopy cover

1730-01-508-3695

1730-01-508-3692
1730-01-508-3697

1

Main rotor head cover
(M/R head/aperture)

1730-01-508-3688

1730-01-508-3693
1730-01-508-3698

1

FAB windbreaker (right)

1730-01-508-3687

1730-01-508-3699
1730-01-508-3689

1

FAB windbreaker (left)

1730-01-544-3510

1730-01-508-3696
1730-01-508-3694

1

Canopy cover replacement
container

1730-01-613-9946

1730-01-544-3937
1730-01-545-1486

1

Ice sensor assembly cover

1730-01-337-7580

NA

1

Extended MTADS cover

5340-01-572-8637

NA

1

Protective NGB cooling inlet shield

3640-01-604-1630

NA

1

Cover assembly, MPD

1730-01-617-1559

NA

2

Remember, over time, covers get worn out and sometimes get lost. Be sure to
replace them as needed to protect your aircraft.
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CBRN

M4A1 JCAD: Internal Clock Battery
Fault? No Need for Alarm
/ Published July 14, 2022

Courtesy Photo

An internal clock battery in the joint chemical agent detector (JCAD)—designed to last
for 10 years—is used for logging accurate date and time data. When the clock battery
expires, a fault occurs on the detector’s message line that flashes the words “Clock
Battery Low.” However, according to TM 3-6665-456-10 (Apr 14), the JCAD will still
function as a chemical detector despite the warning.
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The clock battery is a sealed system that needs to be sent in to the OEM for repair, at
a cost of $1130.95 each. What’s not currently stated in the TM is that there’s no need
to return the JCAD to maintenance unless retrieval of accurate data logs is required.
Users should continue performing preventive maintenance checks and services
(PMCS) following WP 0017 and Table 1 on Page 0015-9 in TM 3-6665-456-10 (Apr
14). We’ll alert you when the TM is updated.
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Combat Vehicles

M1-Series Tanks: Proper Tarp
Placement with CROWS
/ Published July 15, 2022

Photo by Spc. Nathan Franco

Crewmen, it can be tricky placing the two tarps that come with your M1-series tank’s
basic issue items (BII) if your tank is equipped with the common remote operating
weapon station (CROWS). But following these steps will help you get those tarps
installed just right and prevent water intrusion into the engine air intake system,
auxiliary power unit (APU) housing and turret:
Step One
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Install the first tarp long ways across the back deck, gun tube and front
half of the turret.

Step Two

Ensure the tarp completely covers the air intake on the left side of the hull
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Secure the tarp down with the tie downs.
Step Three

Install the second tarp long ways across top of the turret, making sure to
cover the CROWS...
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….and loader’s and commander’s hatches.
Step Four

Make sure the tarp overlaps the first tarp and secure with tie downs.
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M109A7 Paladin, M992A3 Ammo
Carrier: Avoid Damaging QDs
/ Published July 20, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Calab Franklin
Mechanics, there have been hydraulic oil leaks where the quick-disconnect (QD)
coupler, NSN 4730-01-657-6292, threads into the manifold, NSN 2590-01-652-4858,
on the M109A7 Paladin’s and M992A3 ammo carrier’s cooling system plenum
assembly.
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Manifold and quick-disconnect coupling on cooling plenum

Instructions for replacing the manifold, the QD coupler and the QD coupler’s O-ring, NSN 5331-01-0069048, are in TM 9-2350-401-23&P (Nov 20). In addition to the instructions in the TM, be sure to also do
the following:

Clean the replacement manifold surface and check for damage prior to
installation.
Clean the recessed area of the replacement manifold where the O-ring is
seated and check this area for marring or rough edges.
Lubricate the QD coupler's threads with MIL-PRF-3150-02-PL-M, NSN
9150-00-231-2361, prior to installation
Lubricate the new O-ring with MIL-PRF-3150-02-PL-M prior to installing on
the QD coupler.
After installing the QD coupler onto the manifold, tighten it to 120-130 lb-ft
of torque.
Caution: Never operate the hydraulic system with the QDs disconnected. That can
cause the female QD’s internal stem to fail.
It’s important to use care when connecting the quick-disconnects (QD) to their
associated QD couplers or the internal O-rings could be damaged, causing hydraulic
oil to leak at the QD. This is especially true for the hydraulic lubrication supply hose
QD that connects to the plenum manifold QD coupler.
To prevent damage to the hydraulic lubrication supply hose QD when connecting it to
the plenum manifold QD coupler:
Start the connection of the hydraulic lubrication supply hose QD by
aligning it to the plenum manifold QD coupler in as close to perfect axial
alignment as possible. Do not force parts together or jiggle couplings as
internal damage may occur.
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While holding the hydraulic lubrication supply hose and plenum manifold
QDs together with the supply hose QD coupler’s collar retracted, rotate
the fan(s) clockwise by hand to open the fluid path. Gently push the QDs
together. The QDs should connect without having to apply extreme force.
After connecting the two (2) QD halves, pull on the hydraulic lubrication
supply hose to verify they are connected properly.

Supply hose connection and rotational direction of fans

Ground Hop Kit
The ground hop kit, NSN 6110-01-659-0185, also uses QDs for connecting to the
M109A7 and M992A3 powerpack. The following will help minimize damage to the
QDs when connecting the ground hop kit to the powerpack:
Ensure all coolant and hydraulic hoses associated with the ground hop kit
are fully connected to the powerpack before operating.
Follow proper QD connecting technique to be certain that:
1. the slots on the female QD align with pins on male QD.
2. the female and male QDs are carefully pushed together and rotated
in a clockwise direction so the QDs lock together.
For more info, check out TACOM Maintenance Information Message 22-040 HERE.
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M109A6/A7 Paladin: Variable Recoil
Maintenance Changes
/ Published July 22, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Joshua Wooten

Maintainers, note that there are updated maintenance procedures for the M109A6
and M109A7 howitzers’ variable recoil and variable recoil housing.
M109A6 Changes
Maintainers will no longer conduct tasks for Item 1, Variable Recoil Housing, and Item
2, Variable Recoil, as they currently appear in the semi-annual PMCS tables in TM 92350-314-13&P (Dec 14).
These tasks have been rewritten with changes to the steps and NMC criteria for
checking the recoil sector gear. The elevations at which the sector gear should stop
moving has changed to 622 mils for long recoil and 978 mils for short recoil.
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A maximum allowable gap of 1/16th inch between the sector gear and stop,
measured at 622 mils and 978 mils, has been incorporated and will be measured
using the machinist's rule, NSN 5210-00-600-5757, from the Forward Repair System
(FRS). These tasks will be conducted as part of the annual PMCS requirements.
See the changes to the annual PMCS requirements HERE
M109A7 Changes
Maintainers will no longer conduct the task for Item 9, Variable Recoil and Variable Recoil Housing, as it
currently appears in the quarterly PMCS tables of TM 9-2350-401-23&P (Nov 20).

This task has been rewritten with changes to the steps and NMC criteria for checking
the recoil sector gear. The elevations at which the sector gear should stop moving
has changed to 622 mils for long recoil and 978 mils for short recoil.
A maximum allowable gap of 1/16th inch between the sector gear and stop,
measured at 622 mils and 978 mils, has been incorporated and will be measured
using the machinist's rule, NSN 5210-00-600-5757, from the Forward Repair System
(FRS).
This task will be conducted as part of the semi-annual and annual PMCS
requirements. See the semi-annual PMCS requirement change HERE and the annual
PMCS requirement change HERE.
For more information, check out TACOM Maintenance Action Message 22-038
HERE.
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Commo/Electronics

SATCOM: Updated SMART-T TM Now
Available
/ Published July 20, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Malcom Cohens-Ashley

CECOM has published TM 11-5895-1881-13&P (May 22), an operator and field
maintenance TM, including repair parts and special tools list (RPSTL), for the Secure
Mobile Anti-Jam Reliable Tactical-Terminal (SMART-T) satellite communications
(SATCOM) equipment AN/TSC-154A, NSN 5895-01-530-6459.
This TM is restricted so you’ll need your CAC to access it. Go to the ETM Search
site HERE. Under the Search Type Box, choose Pub Number and enter the pub
number in the Search Criteria box, or under the Pub Title Text field, type “SMART-T.”
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Radio Systems: Wrong HUB Wreaks
Havoc
/ Published July 21, 2022

Courtesy photo

Dear Editor,
Our unit recently encountered a problem with the AN/PRC-117G hold-up battery
(HUB). I’d like to share our experience to help prevent the same occurrences at other
sites.
William J. Munger
Camp Guernsey Army Airfield, WY
Editor’s note: Thanks for the info on this issue, Mr. Munger. We’ve uploaded your
detailed submission in our milSuite repository HERE.
Soldiers, due to battery construction differences, finding the correct HUB for the
AN/PRC-117G is not as straightforward as it seems. Tobyhanna Army Depot experts
stress the importance of verifying commercial battery part numbers and manufacturer
CAGE codes in the Army supply system before ordering. Any alternative battery
should meet the form-fit-function test. This advice applies to all radio systems, not just
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the AN/PRC-117G. When in doubt, units should refer to both the Army supply system
and the product’s TM to determine if the commercial part numbers and manufacturers
are listed as a suitable replacement.
For more information, contact Michael Szumski at (570) 615-5219 or email:
michael.s.szumski.civ@army.mil
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Radios: Proper Care Keeps
Communications Flowing
/ Published July 26, 2022

Photo by Spc. Hedil Hernandez

Soldiers, here’s an important reminder: rough treatment can quickly silence radios.
If you jam connectors on, twist knobs hard, throw your gear around, don’t watch
where you’re stepping and pile equipment on radios, then you’ll soon have a radio
that can’t communicate.
Check out these words of wisdom. Be sure to:
Carefully mate connectors. Don’t twist push-on connectors or misalign
twist connectors.
Don’t twist knobs farther than they want to go.
Watch where you put your feet.
Don’t throw stuff around radios that can knock off knobs or connectors.
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Never pile equipment on top of radios. When radios can’t get fresh air,
they overheat.
Use caution when climbing in vehicles with installed radios. It’s a good
idea to take off as much gear as possible, depending on the tactical
situation, before getting in the vehicle. Especially in HMWWVs, there’s not
much room inside to maneuver. The more gear you’re wearing, the more
likely you are to damage something on the radio.
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Communications: Switching It Up
/ Published July 26, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Marquis Hopkins

Dear Half-Mast,
I’m looking for a replacement switch for the satellite transportable terminal (STT)
185B V1/V2. The old CISCO 3560 switch, NSN 7025-01-619-4388, is terminal. Can
you help out this befuddled Signal Soldier?
SFC S.E.
Dear Sergeant,
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Transmitting your way...you can order the STT’s replacement 9200L switch with NSN
5895-01-619-8977.
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Logistics Management

Publications: Where Have All the PTILs
Gone?
/ Published July 6, 2022

Photo by Sgt. James Geelen
The Publications Tailored Index Listing (PTIL) is a record of every Department of the
Army technical and equipment publication an individual unit should have on hand to
inventory, operate and maintain all equipment found in its modified table of
organization and equipment (MTOE), as well as any not-authorized but on-hand
equipment listed on its property book.
In the past, PTILs were available through the Logistics Modernization Reporting
(LMR) app in the Army Enterprise Portal (AESIP). With the LMR sunsetting, there is a
new way to get a PTIL. To request a PTIL for your unit, send an email to:
usarmy.redstone.ldac.mbx.eopdb@army.mil
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The email needs to contain the following information:
The Unit Identification Code (UIC) because the PTIL is often determined
by the UIC.
The maintenance levels of the unit’s equipment.
Your name, phone number and military address.
If you need a PTIL for a detachment, include the equipment’s Line Item
Numbers (LINs) on a single-column Excel spreadsheet.
Keep in mind that PTIL requests aren’t just for change of commands. It’s also a good
idea to request one before, during and after a deployment, as well as annually.
Questions about PTILs? Send an email to:
usarmy.redstone.ldac.mbx.service-desk@army.mil
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Publications: FAM Chart Update Info
/ Published July 21, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Edward Lee

Dear Half-Mast,
I have two questions about publications. First, I’m in the process of updating my
section’s familiarization (FAM) chart. Is there anywhere to get a list of all the
publications I’ll need to update the FAM chart accurately?
Second, when it comes to publications, do we need the physical copies, the digital
copies or a mixture of both?
SGT B.R.

Dear SGT B.R.,
To answer your first question, you’ll need to request a Publications Tailored Index
Listing (PTIL). The PTIL is a record of every Department of the Army technical and
equipment publication an individual unit should have on hand to inventory, operate
and maintain all equipment found in its modified table of organization and equipment
(MTOE), as well as any not-authorized but on-hand equipment listed on its property
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book. We recently ran an article about requesting a PTIL. You can read it HERE.
To answer the question about the publications library, the choice to stock digital or
physical TMs is up to your unit. There was an article posted to the PS website earlier
this year with instructions to get both physical and digital copies of the publications
your section needs. Read it HERE.
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GCSS-Army: Help Desk Contact Info
Changes
/ Published July 26, 2022

Photo by Troy Darr

Take note! The phone number and email address for the GCSS-Army Enterprise Help
Desk changed in April 2022.
The new phone number is:
DSN: (312) 687-3495
or
Toll-free: (866) 757-9771
Or you can email the help desk at:
usarmy.apg.sec.mbx.army-erp-helpdesk@army.mil
There are no changes to submitting tickets using the GCSS-Army Self-Service
Portal in ServiceNow.
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Small Arms

Small Arms: Always THINK When
Handling Weapons
/ Published July 6, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Randis Monroe

Soldiers, when handling your weapon, don’t be complacent or undisciplined; instead,
remember to THINK. Accidents are more likely to happen in a deployed environment
versus garrison because Soldiers become relaxed with weapon handling.
Some of the most common ways unintentional discharges happen are when:
cleaning, clearing or performing a functions check.
entering or exiting vehicles.
retrieving, uploading or emplacing weapons.
following a change of mission, duty or weapon's status.
joking or playing around pointing a weapon at yourself or someone else.
handling a weapon with which you’re unfamiliar.
becoming distracted and fiddling with a weapon and unmindfully pulling
the trigger.
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improper headspace and timing and accidental ricochet or shrapnel
incidents occur. (These don’t happen as often but are still a hazard.)
Here are some tips to help stop unintentional discharges.
Don’t use weapons you haven’t been trained on or that haven’t been
inspected for serviceability.
When clearing a weapon, always remove the source of ammunition
(magazine, belt, etc.).
Never clean weapons with a magazine inserted.
Always avoid holsters that orient muzzles towards personnel. This should
be stated in command policy.
Use the proper gauge. The M2 and M3 are not interchangeable.
When firing your individual weapon from the gunner's station, make sure
the muzzle has cleared the turret. A good way to do this is to put the barrel
over the turret.
Include guidance on the handling and use of foreign weapons and
ammunition in command policy.
Always THINK weapons safety!
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Click on the image above to download a PDF copy of the THINK poster

For more information on safety, visit the US Army Combat Readiness Center.
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M17/M18 MHS: What Is ANOR?
/ Published July 8, 2022

Photo by Mark Olsen

Dear Half-Mast,
TM 9-1005-470-10 (Mar 19) says when firing M17 and M18 pistols that single-hearing
protection should be worn, at a minimum, and the allowable number of rounds
(ANOR) per day should be limited based on weapon and firing position.
Can you explain ANOR?
B.F.
Dear B.F.,
Sure! Here’s what you need to know about the ANOR. It’s tied to safety and hearing
protection.
Firing more than 3,245 rounds with the M17 from the standing or kneeling position or
more than 1,341 rounds from the prone position can damage the operator's hearing.
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The same goes for the M18, except that the ANOR for the prone position drops
dramatically to only 247 rounds.
TACOM plans to update TM 9-1005-470-10 within the next few months. It will include
the correct round count I just mentioned.
M17: Standing and kneeling ANOR 3,245; Prone ANOR 1,341
M18: Standing and kneeling ANOR 3,245; Prone ANOR 247
Remember, always wear hearing protection when on the firing range, and leaders
must be sure that Soldiers under their care don’t exceed the ANOR.
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M500 Shotgun: New Buttstock NSN
/ Published July 19, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Anne Henry

If you need a new buttstock for your M500 shotgun, the NSN listed as Item 8 in WP
0036 of TM 9-1005-338-13&P (May 05) has been canceled. Get a new buttstock with
NSN 1005-01-285-0612.
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Soldier Support

Warfighter Safety: The Heat Is On!
/ Published July 5, 2022

Photo by Maria Christina Yager

It’s that time of year again…time for vacations, travel and fun in the sun…but also
working in hot conditions that can challenge the body.
Every Soldier, DA civilian and Warfighter should learn to recognize early signs and
symptoms of heat stress illness in themselves and their coworkers or battle buddies.
These symptoms include dizziness, headache, nausea, weakness, unsteady walk
and muscle cramps.
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Graphic by PO2 Brooke Macchietto
Click on image above to open PDF version

Heat stroke is the most serious of the heat-related illnesses. It can cause permanent
disability or even death.
Immediate cooling and buddy aid improve the chance of heat illness survival with
minimal lasting effects. Delay in cooling is the biggest factor leading to severe or fatal
outcomes.
Units should monitor heat with a wet bulb globe thermometer (WBCT) when the
temperature outdoors is 75 oF or greater. For info on the WBCT, see Soldier Safety:
Web Bulb Checks Humidity.
Also see our comprehensive Be Prepared for Hot Weather: A List of Must-Read
PS Articles.
For more prevention steps, as well as regulations and reporting requirements, see
ALARACT 041/2022, Heat Illness Prevention for the 2022-2023 Heat Season, HERE.
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Publications: Where Have All the PTILs
Gone?
/ Published July 6, 2022

Photo by Sgt. James Geelen
The Publications Tailored Index Listing (PTIL) is a record of every Department of the
Army technical and equipment publication an individual unit should have on hand to
inventory, operate and maintain all equipment found in its modified table of
organization and equipment (MTOE), as well as any not-authorized but on-hand
equipment listed on its property book.
In the past, PTILs were available through the Logistics Modernization Reporting
(LMR) app in the Army Enterprise Portal (AESIP). With the LMR sunsetting, there is a
new way to get a PTIL. To request a PTIL for your unit, send an email to:
usarmy.redstone.ldac.mbx.eopdb@army.mil
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The email needs to contain the following information:
The Unit Identification Code (UIC) because the PTIL is often determined
by the UIC.
The maintenance levels of the unit’s equipment.
Your name, phone number and military address.
If you need a PTIL for a detachment, include the equipment’s Line Item
Numbers (LINs) on a single-column Excel spreadsheet.
Keep in mind that PTIL requests aren’t just for change of commands. It’s also a good
idea to request one before, during and after a deployment, as well as annually.
Questions about PTILs? Send an email to:
usarmy.redstone.ldac.mbx.service-desk@army.mil
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Small Arms: Always THINK When
Handling Weapons
/ Published July 6, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Randis Monroe

Soldiers, when handling your weapon, don’t be complacent or undisciplined; instead,
remember to THINK. Accidents are more likely to happen in a deployed environment
versus garrison because Soldiers become relaxed with weapon handling.
Some of the most common ways unintentional discharges happen are when:
cleaning, clearing or performing a functions check.
entering or exiting vehicles.
retrieving, uploading or emplacing weapons.
following a change of mission, duty or weapon's status.
joking or playing around pointing a weapon at yourself or someone else.
handling a weapon with which you’re unfamiliar.
becoming distracted and fiddling with a weapon and unmindfully pulling
the trigger.
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improper headspace and timing and accidental ricochet or shrapnel
incidents occur. (These don’t happen as often but are still a hazard.)
Here are some tips to help stop unintentional discharges.
Don’t use weapons you haven’t been trained on or that haven’t been
inspected for serviceability.
When clearing a weapon, always remove the source of ammunition
(magazine, belt, etc.).
Never clean weapons with a magazine inserted.
Always avoid holsters that orient muzzles towards personnel. This should
be stated in command policy.
Use the proper gauge. The M2 and M3 are not interchangeable.
When firing your individual weapon from the gunner's station, make sure
the muzzle has cleared the turret. A good way to do this is to put the barrel
over the turret.
Include guidance on the handling and use of foreign weapons and
ammunition in command policy.
Always THINK weapons safety!
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Click on the image above to download a PDF copy of the THINK poster

For more information on safety, visit the US Army Combat Readiness Center.
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M17/M18 MHS: What Is ANOR?
/ Published July 8, 2022

Photo by Mark Olsen

Dear Half-Mast,
TM 9-1005-470-10 (Mar 19) says when firing M17 and M18 pistols that single-hearing
protection should be worn, at a minimum, and the allowable number of rounds
(ANOR) per day should be limited based on weapon and firing position.
Can you explain ANOR?
B.F.
Dear B.F.,
Sure! Here’s what you need to know about the ANOR. It’s tied to safety and hearing
protection.
Firing more than 3,245 rounds with the M17 from the standing or kneeling position or
more than 1,341 rounds from the prone position can damage the operator's hearing.
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The same goes for the M18, except that the ANOR for the prone position drops
dramatically to only 247 rounds.
TACOM plans to update TM 9-1005-470-10 within the next few months. It will include
the correct round count I just mentioned.
M17: Standing and kneeling ANOR 3,245; Prone ANOR 1,341
M18: Standing and kneeling ANOR 3,245; Prone ANOR 247
Remember, always wear hearing protection when on the firing range, and leaders
must be sure that Soldiers under their care don’t exceed the ANOR.
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PS Magazine: An Authoritative
Readiness Resource
/ Published July 20, 2022

Graphic by Demarrio Spence

Sometimes we get questions about the authority of PS Magazine. It’s an official Army
publication that AR 700-138, Army Logistics Readiness and Sustainability (Apr 18),
states is:
Intended to enhance materiel readiness by emphasizing preventive
maintenance and promoting proper maintenance and supply procedures.
Review of PS Magazine will be a regular part of unit readiness initiatives.
A reader service is available to answer maintenance and supply
questions.
PS readers can trust the information as authoritative because every article is
reviewed and approved by the proponent that oversees that procedure or piece of
equipment. So what you read in PS is what HQDA, AMC, and other commands and
authorities want operators, mechanics and supply personnel to know and do in
relation to their equipment or tasks.
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However, not all of the info or guidance within the publication is deemed mandatory or
required. Units must work with limited maintenance budgets. And sometimes we give
instructions for making tools or equipment improvements that are great ideas but
might exceed that budget or fail to support immediate mission requirements.
Still, as the AR states, units are encouraged to make reading PS Magazine a regular
part of unit readiness initiatives because over its 70-plus years, PS has a proven track
record of helping units improve operational readiness, save money and enhance
safety.
For more information about our Reader Service and ways it can help you and your
unit, click HERE.
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Safety: Motor Pool Pointers
/ Published July 26, 2022

Photo by Sgt. James Geelen

Whether you’re working in a maintenance tent or motor pool, alone or with others,
remember: safety is key!
A unit safety program reduces costs and time lost due to preventable injuries,
accidents or equipment damage. Take a look from our archives at our top tips for
motor pool safety HERE.
For more safety info, be sure to check out the US Army Combat Readiness Center’s
website HERE.
The Joint Risk Assessment Tool (JRAT) can also assist users in identifying, assessing
and controlling hazards for missions or tasks related to maintenance operations. Visit
it HERE.
Finally, some helpful pubs to review include AR 385-10, The Army Safety Program
(Feb 17) HERE and ATP 5-19, Risk Management (Nov 21) HERE.
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GCSS-Army: Help Desk Contact Info
Changes
/ Published July 26, 2022

Photo by Troy Darr

Take note! The phone number and email address for the GCSS-Army Enterprise Help
Desk changed in April 2022.
The new phone number is:
DSN: (312) 687-3495
or
Toll-free: (866) 757-9771
Or you can email the help desk at:
usarmy.apg.sec.mbx.army-erp-helpdesk@army.mil
There are no changes to submitting tickets using the GCSS-Army Self-Service
Portal in ServiceNow.
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Army Policy: New Tattoo Directive
Released
/ Published July 29, 2022

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Mary Katzenberger

Army Directive 2022-09 (Jun 22), Soldier Tattoos, has been released. It eases the
restrictions on Soldiers’ tattoos. The new directive applies to currently serving
Soldiers and prospective Soldiers. It allows formerly banned tattoos on the hands,
back of the neck and behind the ears, with some size and theme restrictions.
View the directive HERE.
Details behind the directive are discussed HERE.
Related publications that are still active include:
Army Directive 2020-09, Appointment and Enlistment Waivers, (Aug 20).
Army Regulation (AR) 600–20, Army Command Policy, (Jul 20).
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AR 601–210, Regular Army and Army Reserve Components Enlistment
Program, (Aug 16).
AR 670–1, Wear and Appearance of Army Uniforms and Insignia, (Jan
21).
Department of the Army Pamphlet 670–1, Guide to the Wear and
Appearance of Army Uniforms and Insignia, (Jan 21).
All of the listed publications are available at the Army Publishing Directorate HERE.
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Tactical Vehicles

HMMWV: LED Light Kit
/ Published July 11, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Joshua Edwards

Operators, did you know that there’s a LED light kit available for your HMMWVs? You
heard correctly! Get an LED light kit with NSN 5945-01-564-0484. The kit includes
front and rear light assemblies parts list and instructions.
Be advised that updating your lights to LED will likely cause the turn signal not to
work, unless you first replace the original thermal flasher. Get more details by reading
HMMWV: Turn Signal Switch LED Light.
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FMTV: Replacement NSN for Air Dryer
/ Published July 14, 2022

Photo by Roland Balik

Mechanics, the FMTV’s air dryer that’s shown as NSN 2530-01-524-7892 (PN N50011-H) in IETM 9-2320-333-23&P (Jun 19) has been replaced.
To get the replacement air dryer, use NSN 2530-01-630-5913 (PN N-50011-P).
Note that the old air dryer’s relief valve pressure opened at 150 + or -7 psi and closed
at 70 psi. The new air dryer’s relief valve pressure opens at 175 + or -7 psi and closes
at 70 psi.
Jot this info down until the IETM is updated.
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Tactical Vehicles: Five Steps to Install
Batteries Right
/ Published July 26, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Luke Wilson

Corrosion kills tactical vehicle batteries. The good news is that five (5) simple steps
during battery installation can beat corrosion and extend battery life.
Whenever servicing, inspecting or installing batteries, you’ll need to follow the
guidance in TM-9-6140-200-13 (May 11), TB 9-6140-252-13 (Jan 12) and the
appropriate vehicle or equipment TM. Also, you can get corrosion info from TB 430213, Corrosion Prevention and Control (CPC) for Army Ground Equipment (Mar 19).
Although most dry batteries are charged by the manufacturer, you’ll want to test them
because they normally require about 30 minutes of charging before usage. The
bottom line is to make sure you’re installing a fully-charged battery.
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Installing Batteries – Steps 1-5
Once you’ve ensured you’re installing a fully-charged battery, follow these five (5)
steps:
1. Make sure that the battery, battery box, posts and all connections are
clean.
2. Check that the battery is in the correct position and that the positive (+)
and negative (-) connections of the battery are correct.
3. Give the battery posts a light coat of silicone compound. Let the silicone
run around the battery post and terminal to completely seal out moisture.
A 3-oz tube comes with NSN 8040-01-331-7133, for about $40. Get 1 pint
with NSN 8040-01-331-7134; it’ll cost about $224.
4. Install a felt insulator washer over the battery posts. The washers are
treated to help stop corrosion. Order a package of 100 with NSN 5970-01101-4147, at about $37.
5. Place rubber covers on the battery terminals to keep moisture off the
terminals and slow the spread of corrosion. They also prevent accidental
arcing from tools or other objects misplaced near the terminals. Get a
single battery cover with NSN 2530-01-089-4992; it’s less than $3. Or
save your unit money and get a package of 10 with NSN 5940-00-7386272, for about $8.

Use rubber cover on battery terminal

Take care of your batteries by conducting proper PMCS on them and always keep
them clean to help beat corrosion.
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M200A1 Trailer: Testing Handbrakes
/ Published July 27, 2022

Photo by Dee Crawford

Maintainers, TACOM is aware that procedures for testing the handbrakes on the
M200A1 trailer aren’t in TM 9-2320-205-13&P (Sep 14). Until the TM is updated, use
MIL DTL-45150N (Jun 15).
For roadside and curbside handbrake testing, use the guidance outlined under Para
3.5.7.2.3 Parking brake in MIL DTL-45150N (Jun 15). Also see paragraphs 4.6.2.1
Examination and 4.6.3.1.5 Parking brake. Keep in mind that the reference doesn’t
specifically state handbrake testing, but the instructions still apply.
Testing Handbrakes:
To test the roadside and curbside handbrakes, couple the trailer with a basic payload
to the prime mover and then perform the following steps:
Park the prime mover and coupled trailer on a 20 percent grade, uphill or
downhill.

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=3106812
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Apply the roadside and curbside handbrakes.
Uncouple the prime mover and trailer and move the prime mover to allow
clearance between the pintle and lunette. That way you’ll give the trailer
some space to safely move. The reason is...you don’t want the trailer to
move, but you still need to have some space so you can verify if it moves
or not.
If the trailer moves, that means the handbrakes have failed and you’ll need a
mechanic to fix them.
Get a copy of MIL-DTL-45150N (Jun 15) from the ASSIST site HERE.
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M1101, M1102 Trailer: NSN for Shock
Absorber
/ Published July 29, 2022

Photo by Spc. Nathaniel Gayle
Dear Half-Mast,
I’m trying to replace a shock absorber on an M1101 trailer. However, FED LOG shows
the shock absorber, NSN 2510-01-190-3862, as AAC V. That means it’s a terminal
item.
Can my unit still order them or is there a new NSN?
SGT A.M.
Dear Sergeant A.M.,
Even though it’s a terminal item, your unit can still order the shock absorber until
stocks are exhausted. The shock absorber runs about $123 a pair and will fit M1101
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and M1102 trailers.
Note that once stocks run out, the replacement NSN for the shock absorber is NSN
2510-01-554-1785.
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